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(Samuel) Johnson and we have de-
cided to put together a program very
early in the semester to involve all
. .nt and it i
going to.deal with the issue of' race
relations. We are not trying to hide
from: the government about the ex-
istence of racism in the government, .... -
but I don't think it exists to the level
we have come to know it, but we will
like, to improve it.
WS: It is very easy to hate someone,
it is even easier to hate someone
because. of color. When there are
problems of color, I try to get both
sides to understand each other, to
understand why some things happen
.and how to deal. with these prob-
lems. In the end, if both parties still
hate each other. than it is because of
personality not sex or color.
TT: Are you more aware of the
fiscal 'constraints you face now than
you were before your election to of-
fice? .
SM: I have been aware of the fiscal
constraints for along time because J
was one o~ the first people to get in-
(Continued on Page 7)
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affect the general student popula-
tion..
WS: Dipl<]ntacy, prot~ol ~nd the
are the most important things I
have learned in two years. My ex-
perience and the experience of those
in the -government will make the
year unique.
IT: Let's talk about the major pro-
blems in the government. A couple
of truisms have been established in
the government before the election.
One is the inability of members to
agree on certain important issues as
was evident in the student protest
bus issue. Do you anticipate this to
be a major impediment?
SM: One can truly never foresee any
chances of disagreement within the
government,. but all I can say is that
people have different ideas and dif-
ferent things are important to them
at different times and for different
reasons. Should this situation arise
in the future, I f10~ we will be able
to argue our point and reach some
kind of a consensus or agreeable
. position.
WS: Arguing is a part oflife. We do
. so with our parents, our friends and
our teachers. Arguing is unpleasant
but we do so to make fair and
judicious,decisions and so it is in the
DSSG. .
IT: Aside from this thereare other
major problems like the al1egations
of race related tensions within the
government. How. do you intend to
deal with this pervasive issue?
-SM: I have already-tak~n steps to
combat this. There ~eresomevery
.Unfortunate issUes that oeeured last







The discovery according to
. Mikulsky was a result of a routine .
inspection by Baruch's new food
vendors,M.B.J. Cafeteria Services.
Upon' discovering the asbestos the
office of Campus Planning and
Facilities closed off the fifth floor
as a precautionary measure. .
According to Mikulsky tests run
on the amount of asbestos airborne
on the fifth floor were determined
not to be a health hazard. However,
the fifth floor will remain closed
until Cleanup of the asbestos can be
completed.
Mikulsky added that the cleanup
.is not being handled by.Baruch Col:
.lege,titif'oy"McCrory Management
the landlords. at the 360 Park
Avenue South building where the'
.space Biiiicll'"occupies-is"rented': '.'. -
As' of August 21 the Cleanup was .
underway and Mikulsky anticipates
it will be completed and' the fifth
floor reopened by the beginning of
classes on September 5. .
By EDWARD ASANTE










On Friday, August 11 the fifth
floor-.of the 3.60 P.ark.Av.e•.SQs,wP.
closed as a result .ofasbestos
discovered lining the ducts accessi-
accessible to the cafeteria kitchen,
according' to Marilyn Mikulsky,
director of Campus Planning and
Fadliti~-:.
On June 1 the Day Session
Student Government Witnessed a students' increasing interests in the
change of administration when the activities of the OSSG. However I
United Students for Action Party don't think an increase in the
officially took office. In an effort number of voters would have hurt
to find out more about the plans of us because I think the students are
the new government, The Ticker very intelligent and they know the
conducted an interview with current hardworkers.
President Sean Mason and his Vice . TI: In your address right before the
President Wiison Shum.Excerpts: election, you mentioned your exper-
The TIcker: As you are .aware, the ence in government, as a .major ad-
voter turnout was quite low during vantage over your runnmg mat~.
the elections. Do you think the' What have you learned that will
USA Party's victory would have, make your administration. so UI)i':'
been hurt otherwise? que? . . ,
SeaDMason:-t;I understand that the SM: Thave learned the importance
turnout was lower than this year, of give arid take in th~ one ~~t
but I don't think it would.have made be too hard on other Views. This IS
a differenceifthe turnout wasany not anInstitution, it is an organiza-
higher. tion mainly to .help students. The
.'WUsoa Sham': It is estimated that .,ability to really listen to your fellow
only 12 to 13 percent ofthose eli- government ~em~, to. try to
gible voted. There was, however, an und~~d the~ IX?lnt D.f V1~ and
overaU.~from previouS years. ~~,~partiaI reasomng-'I1l·mak-






The evaluation standards. were
outlined on the RFP's and were
based on the "perspective bidder's
ability to provide quality food and
David Garlock, dlrfttor of pardaasitll·
service at a reasonable price," the'
RFP said. Other factors included
prior cafeteria experiences and
references. After reading the pro-
posals, the members of the commit-
tee visited the perspective vendors ,
where they were currently operating I
in order to sample the food, and to i
observe the vendors' operation. One
of the locations that'was visitedwas
John Jay College. "The committee
came to' the conclusion that the
.food .being offered by M.B..J. at
John ,jay was of unusually high
quality. we were impressed with the
operation we saw there, and as with
~ .'''$)~'" ~"';<~ .'. ":" .':.>:"
The Baruch College' Auxiliary
Enterprise Corporation (TBCAEC)
has formally signed an agreement
with M.B.J. Cafeteria 'Services to
have manually-operated food ser-
vices provided on the fifth floor of I
360 Park Ave. So..
M.B.J. Cafeteria Services, which
is currently operating a cafeteria at
John Jay College, was awarded the
contract in .June to provide food
services after a lengthy search-was
conducted by the Dining Manage-
ment services Committee, a sub-
. ---t:Ommi:ttee-'of"Corporation; The
search began during .the spring
semester when the DMS.C sent out
Request For Proposal's to area
businesses and. by placing ads
with local newspapers. "We had a
number of responses and the com-
mittee had the responsibility of
evaluating the proposals," said














To be fair, there are some at
Baruch who exemplify the
definition of "teacher." They
mix their knowledge with a full-
blown excitement for the sub-
ject they are teaching. They are
genuinely interested in hearing
what their students have to say
as they discover, and learn.
At this moment, I am. sure
recognition from their peers.·
No, the only way these three will
get ahead is if they can write
and get those papers published.
What a scam isn't it? That a
talent such as teaching can be
regarded so insi,gnificantly by a
group of people who consider
themselves intelligent.
Maybe it's just a coincidence,
but it seems the only books I
was ever able to sell were from
those three, teachers. That's OK,
for those classes, I kept my
notes.
that I will remember exactly
three teachers for the rest of my
life from this school because
they "taught" me something,
the others \n my iudgment
were just getting. paid. Three out
of over 30; is a pretty bad bat-
. ting average (unless you're on
the- .Yankees). .
All three share the ability to
make students want to impress
them. One teacher, left the room
during the final and no one
cheated. It was an effortless
respect for a teacher who bad
reached his students,
, Another was so excited about
her subject-- -at- --8 -a.rn. that she
was able to drag students out of
their comatose states. and get
. them to not only listen, but be
motivated ana interested as
well.
untortunatetv. I consider
these three' a fluke'; a lucky
break.. ·Since they are not judged
by their ability to teach, they









But by what abi Iity are
.teachers in college graded and
. judged on? Answer ~ the abili-
ty to write! And write they do on
just about anything, any subject
-- they want so long as it gets
published. 'And depending on
where it is published and who
gets impressed by their paper













After. finishing my theology
class last semester. I tried to
return my 300-year-old Gut-
tenberg Bible (the- required
book) at the Baruch College
'Bookstore and get part of. the
six million dollars I spent on it
, back. I got zilch. Zip. Nothing. It
I was an outdated edition.
So I sulked back to my apart-
ment and stuck the book on my_
bookshel f next to the other
"non-returnables" like my
calculus: statistics, and bioloqy
books. You know, the stuff I'm
sure will stay in my family for
generations to come. Oh and
lest I forgef the most important
opus of all - my philosophy book
comparing' Plato to Heidegger
and vice versa. Yeah, I'm savinq
it because I like the pictures
right? Wrong. I'm saving it ty to cure migranEfheadaches in
I cause I can't get cash for it. And cows through ESP, they will
J can't get rid of it cause receive promotions,' appoint-
everytime I throw It in the trash I ments and respect in the
see this image of myself throw- academic community.
ing 38 one dollar bills into the But rio one cares if 'they can
trash instead. I feel ripped off. TEACH! No one cares if they
My bookshelves filled with in- can Instruct . or educate-.Wl)at
tellectual moth foodnave-made about the students who must be
me realize two .ttifngs: college
intellectually abused - by
students only have bookshelves teachers who can knockout an
- to keep books they c~n't sell, advanced paper for their peers;
and secondly, the. teaching· but then. stand .in front of a
community as a whole is a class and talk about the basic
scam, an artlflctat society. 'elemen'tary concepts of thei~
The academic wortd, you see, chosen subjects to novices.
has solved all of the world's pro- Many of them hate it and it
blerns = in --theory, --and-- they strews, The teacher who forces
wait for the world t01!IOOk- upon students to critique his book as
their genius and say, "Yes, that a term paper. Or the finance
istne answer to the world's pro- teacher .who mixes Wall Street
blerns," and try them out. But with his own communist agen-
this will never happen because da for the future o.f America. Or
world leaders were in college the rrfarketing professor who
once too. They remember that tells women they have no
between all the theories and chance of making it the world of
rhetoric the only thing one business unless they play golf
could count on from a professor regularly.
was that he would force ~-----------------
feed his book upon students at
the rate of two per year. And
while a teacher's theories on
solving world hunger were all
well and good, they did nothing
to stem the' hunger incurred
from all the meals lost because
you couldn't sell the damn book
back and get cold hard cash for
it. So Hsten up educators, if you
want to reach your students And what of the English
stop ripping them off. We don't teacher whose writing class is
need a new calculus book every built around a student's ability
.year. to put words on a page and .ctr-
Which brings me to scam cle them - clustering it's call-
number two of this wonderful ed and you better not be caught
artificial society we call a "col- writing sentences in this pro-
lege education." "Teaching" as .fessor's class. Or the History
defined by one of those blue "teacher who lectures by readrng
Webster's dlctlonartes I bought from HIS oook. -
ili:}::.~:.:··t.··j.»·:j ·'.:.:.....n:·· ,'1 on the corner of 23rd Street and Need I go on. It's a horror
Park Avenue South for a dollar -
:::::,:,.::",.::.".:::.::.::::.::::.::::;:::<::::.,:.:::;<::,:: ':.::':.':". is the ability "to instruct to story, but you can be sure of
-: ,.:-::.:.,.• educate, to discipline, to impart one thing, they will write great
_ __ _ __ _papers.
~~.......~~~ .......~......~~~~ ............................
estimates were in the five-figure
range. Therefore, ~ith the help of
desktop publishing software
package and a lot of effort by Carol
Robbins, we 'were able to run the
elections ourselves in as' profes-
sional a manner as possible for
about one-fourth of the cost. The
actual breakdown of the costs has
To The Editor:· already been .furnished to the
It is both coincidental and DSSG..
ironic that this year's student elec- In view of the costs associated
tions were held during, the City with using an outside vendor, run:'
University of New York budget ning our own elections may be a
crisis. My congratulations to both trend that will be with us for some
the candidates that won as well as time. Therefore, it is imperative
. those that did not for having put . that SEGRCgets some feedback
together solid campaign efforts. from students of all classes if they
For the winners, I can only hope have suggestions as to how the elec-
that during this academic year, you tions may be better run. As I an-
can truly make a difference in ticipate being around for a while, I
representing the thoughts, needs expect that I will be involved with
'and views of the students. . next year's elections as well.
I thought it might be appropriate Therefore, 'please direct these sug-
to point out to the Day Session Stu- gestions to my attention in the Of-
dent Government that the Student fice of Evening and Graduate Stu-
Elections and Governance Review dent Services.
Committee' did its part in keeping My thanks to everyone for help-
costs down this past election. It ing to pull this off this year. May we
would have been much easier to be as successful next year.
contract with an outside vendor for Michael O'Brien,
this year's elections; however, we Chairperson ~
did not feel that this would be using Student Elections Governance










































































The Ticker is published bi-weekly. seven
times a sernester , by The Ticker Editorial
Staff at 137 E, 22 St., New York N.Y.
. 10010. Room 301F. All work except
typesetting aM printing is done by Baruch
undergraduat~graduate, or CUNY BA
students. All typed and signed contribu-
'tions and letters are welcomed and should
be mailed to the above address. Our office
is open during regular school hours. Any
display advertising' questions should be
directed to the advertising or business
managers at (212) 725-7620.
Printing and 'typesetting by Jae Kim Prin-





Sept. J9.Publication date is
WORKING TOGETHER
Attention Advertisers
"Asbestos is here and we want it out. "
Campus Planning promised Barach Students a working cafeteria by the beginning
of the semester. They broke this promise. By starting the renovation of the .Fifth
floor of the 46 E. 26th Street in the middle of August, followed by a "surprise"
discovery ofasbestos, theyput themselves in a situation where they could not keep
their promise to the students, a situation that could have avoided if Campus Plann-
ing had been doing its job.
Discovery of a material as health threateningasebstos should not happen at the'
last minute. Responsible planners would have known about the asbestos long before
the renovation was begun and. removed it. They would have "planned" for this
removal prior to making-a promise to the students.
Beyond the fact that Baruch's students must face yetanother semester of rotten
fruit, flat soda, and moldy cookies dispensed from ancient machines, is the realiz-
promises. Campus Planning you get anF in "Planning 101." Better take it over if
you want to graduate.
Deadline for ads in issue No. 2 i. Sept. 13
-Jim Leferbvre, a staff architect for the
Office of Campus Planning.
"Quotation of the Fortnight
A new semester has arrived and with it a brand new Day Session Student Govern-
ment is being ushered in. Led by President Sean Mason and Vice President Wilson
Shum, the newly-elected government members have yet to demonstrate how effec-
tive they can be. If one is to judge by the interview in this issue with Mason and
Shum, however, Baruch students should expect td see the DSSG as an extremely
competent and effective body during this school year.
Mason and Shum have a difficult task ahead of them. Not only do they follow on
-the heels of what was basically avery successful government last year, but they ad-
- mine~t-oblems such as budgerconstraints and possible racial conflicts
within the student council. To their credit, not only have they both seemed to zero in
on the most important issues, but they also have well-developed plans to tackle the
most pressing problems at Baruch.
No strangers to student government, Mason and Shum both worked on the DSSG
last year, making ·them part of a team responsible for sparking more interest and
awareness at Baruch than any other government in recent history. To keep this level
of awareness up to par, students must become involved. This means it is every stu- .
dent's responsibility to keep on top of the issues, attend meetings and provide the
government with feedback. Yes Mason and Shum are mature, highly-qualified and
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The New York State Higher
Education Services Corporation
has allocated the eleven
million dollars appropriated for the
State's Aid for Parf-Time Study
program to 179 New York State col-
leges for the 1989-90 academic year.
The funds, which will be used to
provide grants to eligible part-time
underg.raduate students, are
distributed' in proportion to each
school's percentage of the total
part-time enrollment at all par-
ticipating institutions. Baruch col-
lege has a part-time degree enroll-
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The current renovations planned
are to upgrade the kitchen area and
not the dining area. Currently the
building area can approximately ac-
commodate 150 persons. Withthe
removal of some vending machines,
there will be more ·room.
PreviousJy there had been a
manually-operated' cafeteria on the
existing site, howeser, as Garlock
said, "It predates my involve-
ment." According to Garlock,
the idea of replacing the vend-
ing machines with a manual
cafeteria had been floating around
for several years and the Day Ses-
sion Student Govemment was
especially instrumental in raising an
awareness -for the benefits of
manual services. Speci fically
Garlock praised the industriousness
of Wilson Shum and Ainsley
Boisson who, as representatives of
the student body, were members of
the Dining Services Management
Committee. Wilson Shum could not
, be reached for comment,
M.B.J.'s price policy will be
closely monitored by the DSMC,
and no price increase may\-be im-
plemented without ,the pribr con-
sent and approval of the' Dining
Services Management, Committee,
"Any increases must be supported
with evidence of increased costs,"
Garlock said. In addition, the con-
tract requires M.B.J.to Provide--a
"hot daily breakfast special costing
approximately $1.25 and at least
one daily hot lunch/dinner special
costing approximatelv $2.75."
The cafeteria will be open Mon-
day to Thursday from 8 a.m. - 8
p.m, and 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. on
, Fridays.
Career Expo. '89 sponsors will be
exhibiting career and educational
opportunities in ten different en-
vironments. These include:
hospitality, manufacturing, con-
struction trades, finance, fashion,'
business support, health, education
and telecommunications:To be ad-
.mitted to the Career Expo '89
students must present a valid, stu-
dent ID. Please contact Philip





Society of. the State
of New York.
The opening of the cafeteriawill
not take place until the renovation
phase has been completed, which }s
expected to be around mid-
October, early November, said
Leferbvre. However, Marilyn
Mikulsky, director of campus plan-
ning said that she anticipates the
opening by the be~inningof classes
on Sept. S. (See A~os Story on
Front Page.)
Under the terms of agreement,
M.B.J: agrees to upgrade the ex-
isting facilities, in conjunction with
the Auxiliary Enterprise Corp., but
that all equipment installed become
the property of the TBCAEC.
One year financial assistant
($11,000) for graduate study in.
Scotland.
Eligibility:
_ Senior status. evidence of Scottish
descent.




need, and a statement of personal
objectives. ,
Contact Dr. Carl Krischner in the
- Completed at least 15 credits.
Eligibility:
- U.S. citizen or permanentresident
of Hispanic background...
Enrolled for Fall 1989 and be in
attendance for Spring 1.990.
Applications available from Dr.
Carl Kirschner, Dean of Students
Office, Room 1702, 360 Park Ave.
So .
kitchen, down the corridor towards
the elevato~andinto an equipment
room whe~ a fan blows the exhaust
fumes' out another duct leading to
the roof. The second duct contains
no asbestos. Air samples-were taken
for analysis, but no asbestos fibers
were present in 'the tests. Jim
Leferbvre, a staff architect for the
Office of Campus Planning, said
that the asbestos found posed no
serious health hazards, "however,
asbestos 'is there and we want it
out," he said.
Since 360 Park Ave. So. is leased
to Baruch, the-cost of the removal is -
borne by ~cCory Corporation, the
building's' landlord. Because of the
proximity of the ventilation duct to
.he rest of the floor, the entire floor
had to be shut down, and contained
. with airlock chambers. "Actually
we were fortunate because it wasn't
heavily used floor in the summer °









(Continued from Front Page)
David Green, administrative vice-
president, and McLa~ghlin'ssuper-
visor would not comment on the ar-
ticle printed in The Reporter.
,McLaughlin said he has been the
director of security for the past six
years. Befote him there had been
five directors in the four years
preceeding his employment. '~Be
[Morris] worked here. He doesn't
work here anymore and that's all





The state Labor Dept: is sponsor-
ing a career exposition Oct. 3 to
Oct. 6 from 2:30 p.m.-5 p.m. at the
Jacob Javits Convention Center.
The City University Construction
Fund is a tax-exempt public benefit
corporation thai provides and
builds facilities for senior and com-
munity colleges of The City Univer-
sity of New York. Since the Con-
struction Fund was established in
1966, the physical plant of the
University has been more than
doubled and older buildings have
been significantly upgraded. Future
plans include improving existing
facilities and replacing obsolete and
expensive rented facilities.
other respondents, we checked
M.B.J's references and found them
outstanding," Garlock said".
Under the terms of the contract,
M.B.J. must provide the corpora-
tion with ten percent commission
on .gross sales. The rate of return
was fixed at ten percent on the re-
quest for proposal as a means of'
avoiding competitors offering
higher commissions for thesake of
quality food.
Originally the cafeteria was slated
to open during the first week of the
fall semester in September,
however, the discovery of asbestos
,in a grill's ventilation duct has
postponed the opening.
The asbestos was used as an in-
sulator throughout the entire duct.








owned by -Baruch and President
Joel Segall, because of the high
crime rate in the area.
Morris has that
McLaughlin and his'" assistaritdirec-
tors frequented Molly Malones, a
bar on Third Ave. and 23rd Street,
during school hours. The bartender.
who asked to remain anonymous,
working. the 10 a.m. 0- 6 p.m. shift
did not recognize a photograph of
McLaughiin as being a patron of
the bar. -
In an effort to substantiate Mor- '-1--...:..------- ----'--
ris' allegations, an interview was at- i
-tempted with a currently employed i
Baruch guard. :
Morris said that he knew a guard :
who was willing to talk. After
several attempts were made to con-
duct an interview with the unnamed
guard, Morris, acting as liaison,
stated that the guard wanted to be
paid for providing information. I
The request was refused, the I
guard never materialized and Mor-
ris was not heard from again.
Guards were being sent out to
work for Citadel's private clients,
according to Morris, while they
were being paid to work their daily
shi ft at Baruch.
Unique Boutique, a clothing
store, was reportedly one of
McLaughlin's clients who would
ask for security back up on occa-
sion, said Morris. A guard
employed by Unique stated "I
remember last year we had a guard
here from Baruch."
Other establishments said to be
McLaughlin's- clients, whose names
were supplied. by Morris, had never
heard of McLaughlin.
Stanley Fink, the former Speaker
of the New York State Assembly,
and Michael J .. Del Giudice, Gover- .
nor Cuomo's former Secretary and
Chief of Staff, have been appointed
by the Governor to the City Univer-
sity of' New York's Board of
Trustees. Their nominations were'
confirmed by the New York State
Senate.
Fink, a partner in the law firm of
Bower and Gardner, will se'tve as a
Trustee until June 30, 1994. DeC
Giudice, a general partner in
Lazard Freres Company, the invest-
ment banking firm, will serve until
June 3D, 1995.
Fink replaces Armand D'Angelo,
a trustee since 1975, while Del
Giudice replaces Paul P. Baard,
who has-served since 1980.
The seventeen-member Board of
Trustees is the governing body of
The City University of New York.
Ten members are appointed by the
Governor and five by the Mayor.
The Chairpersons of the University
Student Senate and the University




Blue Cross/Blue Shield, HIP and
the New York University Stu-Dent
Dental Program will be available on
campus from 12:30 to 4:30 on
Thursday, Sept. 14 ' in the lobby of
1S5 E. 24th Street to address any
questions you might have pertaining
to the voluntary student group
health and dental insurance options
available.
Brochures describing these op-
tions as well as other options are
available in:
The Office of the Dean of
Students, Room 1702, 360 Park
Graduate Student Services, Room
525, 46 E. 26th Street.
The Office' of Evening and
-Graduate Student Services, RJn.
525, 46 East 26th Street.
The Medical Office, Room 305,
155 E. 24th Street. .
For additional information, call
The Rev. Calvin O. Pressley has' . the. Office of the Dean of Students
been named Chairman and Trustee.. (2_12_):....-72_5_-_3_3_4.....7_._- _
of The City, UniversttyConstruc-'
tion Fund by Governor Mario M,.
Cuomo.
- Pressley, Executive' Director of
the New York City Mission Society,
and a Trustee of The City Universi-
ty of New York, succeeds Dr.
Robert L. Polk who resigned
Sept. 1, 19~8.
McLaughlin
- Henry McLaughlin, director of
security, was accused of using
Baruch's guards to work for his
private firm in exchange for promo-
.tions and favoritism by Andrew
Morris, a former Baruch security
guard.
-In an article. -which appeared -in
the April 1989 issue of. The
_Reporter, Morris stated that
McLaughlin had been coercing the
guards into working for Citadel, his
private security firm.
Morris said that the guards work
for McLaughlin instead of remain-
ing at their posts.
., If aguard wants to be promoted,
he has to work for Harry," stated
Morris in the article. Mcl.aughlin is
referred' to as Harry, not Henry, by
the guards, according to Morris.
In response, McLaughlin said,
"The people that are here, that are
in supervisory positions have earn-
ed those positions. Most of them
have been here before I was here."
McLaughlin refused to comment
on any of the specific allegations
made in the article, which include:
favoritism, drinking and overstaff-
ing his department.
Morris stated that, he was,
reprimanded once for refusing to
watch McLaughlin's private car, to
which McLaughlin said that guards
are sometimes asked to watch cars
Chancellor: Joseph S. Murphy'
has named George Maginley as
Chairman of the newly-formed
Civil Service Commission .of The
City University of New York.
Maginley served as University.
Director ·.... for Affirmative" Action
from 1977 until his retirement in
1988. - , ,
Others appointed to the Commis-
sion are Harry Haretzky and at-
torney Iris Morales. Karetzky
retired in 1988 after 10 years as First
Deputy Director of the New York
City Office of Municipal Labor
Relations. Morales, now in private
practice, formerly served as Assis-
tant General Counsel to the
Children's Television Workshop
from 1978 to 1988. Their appoint-
ments were approved by The City
University of New York Board of
Trustees.
~ginley, Morales and Karetzky
wil'f serve terms ending May 31,
19~, 1992, and 1990 respectively.
~e CUNY Civil Service Com-
mission is empowered to operate as
a muncipal civil service commission
under the ,New York State Educa-
tion Law. The Board of Trustees'
Committee on Faculty. Staff and
Administration has served in that
role on an ad hoc basis since 1979
when the State Legislature passed
the City University of New York,
Governance Law. There are ap-
proximately 10,000 CUNY civil ser-
a
vice employees, almost equally
divided among full and part-time
staff''';~c:. •
•
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royalty to the Fund." This royalty
is a percentage of the purchases
made by the cardholder and is
variable..
~Rowland stated,_ ".It's an ex-
cellent card .... It seems to be
popular" and pointed out that, cur-
rently, of over 6,000 alumni who
contribute to the Fund; approx-
imately 1,000 have received the en-
dorsed card, as well as several
Baruch staff members and trustees .
It is not a requirement for ap-
plicants to be contributors to the
Fund, however, __because the bank
pays a royalty to the Fund,
Rowland- reported, " .. .if you are
issued a card, you automatically
become a donor to the Fund."
In past years, the fund has
generated app r oxi mate ly
$1,()()(),006 annually which is:used
to support programs, lecture series,
scholarships and events which are
not paid for by other means.
Rowland stated that the card is "th~
same as any cnqer credit card offer-
ing up to a $15;000 credit line, cash
advances, travel protection, etc ex-
cept in this case- it benefits the
school."
,.. ..
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Since November, 1987, the
Baruch College Fund has offered
alumni the opportunity to benefit
the college through use of a Fund-
endorsed gold Master Card", spon-
sored by Maryland Bank of North
------yr4;--=r
awareness. -I hope we -ean continue
and improve on what Mr. Smith
had achieved.
TT: What are the current
developments oQ. the establishment
of a manual food service in the
. school? .
SM: At my last check they had
already removed all the vending
machines from the .360 Park Ave.
So. building and they should be
. about now installing most 'of the
stuff for the new cafeteria. I am
however not quite sure when it will
be ready, but we are looking
:> ·forward to it before the end of
~ September.. '
V,I WS:. The cafeteria project has ex-e perienced some delays but it should
~. be fully functional by the fall
'- semester. -,
- "rr: Ariy finalfhoughts andcorn-
merits?
SM: I would like students to know
that government sets many goals at
the beginning of the year. We
should realize that the government
tries to reach as many- students as
possible because-we as students- can
do anything we want to do. But
other students have a very negative
view of things and I would like to
«
SM: You are In school to get, an
education and the rner.sures called
for by the governor and the state of
New York was very prohibitive of
students getting an education. They
are cutting services, allocations
and they want to raise tuition. What
about those students who' cannot
afford to come to school and attend
classes if tuition is raised? We are
going to lose at least 50 percent of
student services which is very
minimal at Baruch as of now. There
is going to.be less of everything and
students lire already feeling the
pinch, so it is important that we
must sacrifice classes occasionally.
Sean Mason, President of tbe DSSG.
WS: Although some used the pro-
test to disolay their immaturity by
vandalizing the school, those who
took the issues of tuition increases
seriously did a great job. For now,
tuition will not be raised partly
because of the protest.
-?- - --.-
volved in the proposed increases
and I was in Albany In February
and . have been aware of it
throughout last year in fact.
WS: Yes many programs that we
wanted to work on have been either
stopped or delayed. We are current-
ly trying to find solutions to these
problems.
TI',: Will you be asking for stipends
Mason and .Shurn
(Continued from' Front Page)
-;
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this year?
8M: wen, members of the student
government are doing a job and it
would be unfair even in the face of
these constraints to refuse stipends.
There are a Jot of important issues
on money aside from stipends. For
instance the fact that student activi-
ty fees are being spent on security in
the Student Center when any other
building is covered by the college.
The cost of this last year alone was
$95,000 and this year it is supposed
to be $120,000. I think it is very un-
-fair to students who pay such a high
student activity fee and yet pay for
security. We intend to address this
issue with the president in an effort
to free up that money for other
things for the students so I don't
think- students should worry much
about stipends because it is really a
minimal amount.
WS: Government work is a full time
job I intend to work hard for my
stipends as a DSSG does.
'IT: What is your philosophical
view on students taking to the
streets to protest tuition increases to
the detriment of everything else, in-
. eluding the-disruption of classes.
September 5, 1989
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Other time-saving models include the
Business Edge r:l with a touch-sensitive
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12:30 p.m, - 3 :30 p.m,
- - - - ---
Administrative Center Lounge
135 E. 22 Street '\
(Business Attire' Required)
. . ~ . ............... .. ..... ~.......
On-CaDlpus ReeruitDlent
Interviews Begin October 10, 1989
Career Day
---.,
ATTENTION CLASS OF '1990
- ~" ...
Resume Collection A - F Tuesday, September 12
G - M Wednesday, September 13
N - S Thursday, September 14
T- Z Fri4ay, September 15
9: 15 a.m, - 6 :00 p.m.
Room 1350,360 Park Avenue South
Drop-in ResulDe Review Friday, September 8, 1989
Monday, September 11, 1989
9: 15 a.m, - 6:00 p.m.
Room 1321,360 Park Avenue South
Office of Career Services
School.of Business' and Public Administration
The Ticker
form ofbusiness
oner form of culator•
Take our keyboards : .. large,
uncluttered and color-coded.
We're also hig on easy-to-read J.::.
display« that clearly show ,
results. In fact, our powertul
Financial InvesrmenrAnalvst '" has a"
large multi-line display that lets you see
all problem-solving variables at once,



















n BUS!NESS EDGE'" \ needs. So
whether you're taking beginning
accounting or advanced economics,
you can count on the right
functions and features to
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... Why do you want to
buy a bathing suit, it
won't change your life
or anything. "
Dare I ignore her good piece of
advice. Yes and I encountered the
same situation. I went into another
store and asked for the direction to
the summer wear department. This
time the salesperson was a guy and
this is what he said, "Why do you
want to buy a bathing suit, it won't
change 'your life or anything. H
Well, I might as well have been a
drunk asking for another drink.
Needless to say, I gave up. The few
(Continued on Page 10)
bites and sensationalist stories
. strung together in an attempt to en-
trap rating points.
Case in point being today's rash
of primetime news programs. For
example NBC's biannual foray into
the prime time news war, YESTER-
DA Y TODA Y AND ToMOR-
ROW, is a humorous attempt at
jazzing up news tb keep o*r public
entertained. Whether it'S' Chuck
Scarborough walking from the 19th
to 20th century ill' some hapless
piece on police investigation or
Mary Alice Williams, a woman who
looks like she spent the 6O~s in a
l i brary , walking through
Woodstock. you get the impression
that this show's producers looked
through The Enquirer for topics.
This latter point irks me the most.
This planet of 5 billion people must
generate enough stories to keep
these news joCks busy, yet we see on
every news program (save 20/20
.ann the szrandaddv of them all, 60
.MINtfTE5/·-t:he· 'same stories ex- .
pressed in different ways:' For -ex-
ample one person will say, "Today
a Trump plane barely escaped
disaster... " . Another broadcaster
might say. "Disaster almost' struck
a Trump plane today... " Ah jour-
as they come," said Alyssa Domer-
shick, assistant rnanage~·of the
Micro-lab..
(Continued on Page 10)
BARUCH CQLlEGE, CUNY
Baruch's New Macintosb lab.
,
By NICK CEDENO
By WILUAM SAINT LOUIS
News today, at least television
news, is a ridiculous array df sound-
Television in 1989 has... reached
another plateau or valley depending
·on·bow you-look atit.-·FromMur-. .
row to 60 MINUTES one can see
evolution. But in these, the years in
which the American television in-
dustry turns back the pages (i.e,
THE WONDER YEARS, CHINA
BEACH, etc.,.) one cannot find the
linear extension between the Zinger
and,Geraldo.
,
day typewriter. Students will learn
about the new Macintosh environ-
ment and will find it quite
understandable. "It's easier than
. the IBM's and it is as user-friendly
September. 5, 1989
Baruch's New·Comp~terLab
Think how empty the world
would .be without the television
'newsmedia~ Wbat-would-your-life -
be like?'-Personally, I know I would
have to tum to sleeping pills in
order to achieve sleen..
Yes indeed it's Thursday night at
a tube near you: You have a cold
beer, a wife, 2~6 kids a 5O-year mort-
gage and Sam and Diane -: the Buck
Rogers and Twekee of 19~9 broad-
casting ;. are staring back at you like
two perfectly honest thieves accused
of being journalists.
The word is- out that Baruch
students are in for a treat this
semester. The Micro-lab is openinz
its new Macintosh computer lag
located on the third floor of 155 E.
24th St., Room 339. The lab will be
open Monday to Thursday 9-9:30,
Friday 9-4:30 and Saturday 9-2:30.
This long-awaited lab will be
equipped with eight Macintosh SE's,
eight Macintosh Plus's, each with its.
own external disk drive and two Im-
agewriter II printers. Each -machine
will have one megabyte ofmemory .
and have its. own mouse and
keyboard. If this sounds confusing,
r it really isn't and what students will
find out after test driving a Macin-.
tosh is that it is the easiest computer
. to learn and the most fun to use.
Students will be able to use pro-
grams such as Macwrite, Macpaint
and Macdraw. These programs will
allow students to do word nrocess-
ing and other school-related work,
.The word processor of the MaCin-
tosh is as easy ~ using your every-
AT A TUBE NEAR YOU
Around this time',' most people . summer clothes I dug up were just
have already gotten rid of their going to have to do.
summer clothes, and started shop- My search may have been a
ping for what's going to be staring failure but at least I learned a lot
back at them from their closets for about our 1989 fall wear. For in-
the next six months. stance, whether you are into the
Let's face it folks, summer is classic, sporty, casual or "bummy"
over! To my chagrin, I found this look you have a lot to choose from.
out three weeks ago while shopping - American ~and foreign designers
.for a last-minute vacation. The pro- have, for the fall collections, ex-
blem was that I did not find much. perimented with unique colors such
_____...... "-===iOiOiiiiOii======= ..........---..~ ....-.........,-lt's-naLthat I'm picky-or anything, as, bottle green, dark taupe, grape,
but every store I went to was mustard yellow, fuschia and deep
already stocking up, and advertis- teal, while not losing touch with
ing their fall wear. I went into such fall standards as black, brown,
}4acy's and asked a sales girl for white and beige.
their summer wear department and For those of you who like wear-
these .were her exact words: "Are ing short ·skirts in the fall, no need
you ~dding me, "like don'tcha to worry, they're hot! Most stores
know,' summer is over!" I should like 4'1acy's and Bloomingdale's are .
have .known better, I mean_aft~Lall_ full ofthem, and in most cases. they _
this girl was wearing a black car- are accompanied by a blazer or
digan,· with a : turtle neck jacket. Long skirts, are of course,
underneath, and a long skirt. This, - back with a vengenance. They come
mind you, on a sweltering August in the well-fitted or "flowy" look.
day! How about pants? Well,
anything is fine as long as it does .
not fall into one of the following
categories: paisley, stripes and
whatever other creative artwork
you may wish to add to your war-
drobe. "It is usually best to stick
with just one solid color for each
shirts, skirts" pair of pants, or
whatever, " says Maria Carter a
fashion advisor based in Queens.
As usual there are many different
styles to choose from, such. as:
denims, bellbottoms, baggies, etc.
Well girls, who says that wearing
men's ties and blazers ·is
unfeminine? If you are a gal who ~
subscribes to this school of thought "
you've got a lotto choose from. If
you stop by your neighborhood
shopping mall, you'll find several
combinations of blazers, ties and
. shirts that look like something out
. of G. Q. Magazine And guys, if you
(Continue". on Page 11)
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400 SECOND AVENUE (23RD STREET)
interest rates on Supersavings'" accounts with easy access
and unlimited deposits and withdrawals.
For your instant ATM card ormore information, stop by
the branch listed below or anyone of'our 204 branches. Or
apply by phone by calling 1-8OO-CHEMBANK, Ext. 5950.
And the next time you call home, they'll be shocked you
just. called tt? say "Hi!"
ClEMICALHAN<
. .
•You: ATM ~ar~ Will give ~·OL. ,lccess to your accU<J·'~ wiih'" 2.: "lJU~'" ()f <;~iec:lng your persona: Icent,f!c:allon code •• Fees apply for balances below $1 000 -Crecn cares Issued through .Cnern.ca: Bank Delaware anc avauabie if you quality
( 1989Che~llcal 6;Jnlo; ~ ...mber ~[1!('
NOW WITH STUDENTPWS® YOU GET AN ATM
CARD AND A WHOLE LOT MORE.
As~ntPIUS Banking customer, you instantly receive
an AT * that gives.you convenient access to your
money 24 hours a day at over 4,000 cash machines in the
New York area, and over 26;000 nationwide.
And there's more. Like Free Ch~king (no monthly per
check or ATM fees) with a combined minimum balance of
$1,000 in either a CD, checking or savings account."
Your own personal Masterf'ard' or Visa" card: High
...








In .their previous .incamations.
FEATURES
Compiled by Caitlin MolUson
'.: .f
The usually quite and Baruch
peaceful atmosphere during the
summer and beginning of the
school year was shaken up with
some bad news when a Baruch Col-
lege staff worker was raped, robbed
and sodomized at knifepoint by an
assailant in a bathroom in 155 E.







sketch along with a description of
the rapist who left very few 'clues.
Stephen Wertheimer, vice president
for development said, "Investiga-
tions to the best of my knowledge,
are still under way, but there have
been no arrests.Or suspects and per-
sonally, I don't think they are going
to arrest anybody." To this day, no
one has been arrested for this crime.
The showing of ID cards became
mandatory immediately after this
incident, as it was assumed that the
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because of what Dean of .Students .
Dr. Henry Wilson attributed to dif-
ferent factors. These factors includ-
ed the .consumption of alcohol on
the _ premises was forbidden in
several" leases of the Baruch
buildings, there had been vandalism
associated with alcohol abuse, and
there were problems enforcing the
new (21-year-old) drinking age at
Baruch functions. Wilson said
alternatives to banning alcohol were
discussed' but they were rejected as
being "less enforceable at a college,
especially a commuter college."
Tony Walker, president of the
DSSa called the decision "a cep.--
out, the easiest way out for the ad-
ministration." This policy would
later. be overturned. Today clubs
.are allowed to serve alcohol, pro-
vided they serve those 21 and over
only and give out wristbands to
students legally eligible to drink.
an early Sunday morning 'T. woke
ap with nothing but evil intensions.
He was, for the fifth Sunday in a






Slowly more and more people
began to watch the limousine
waiting for its inhabitants to
emerge. .
The scene, A. thought, was
beginning to resemble the arrival of
amassing at the building's front
door. This intersection, al ways
came to life when a "star" was near.
some foreign dignitary with all that
security. The doors finally opened
and the anticipation grew to a fever
~~~-
pitch. 'Tito Jackson stepped out
followed by his. brothers. . ending army of Jehovah's
A. couldn't help but laugh when,.... Witnesses'.
the crowd dissipated within T. had nothing against their
seconds. A.'s boss, K., asked him philosophies but it was their prac-
what was going on outside. A. told tice of interupting his beauty sleep
her that the Jacksons had just arriv- that irked him.
ed outside. K. reply, which pro- "Why me?", he thought know-
bably mirrored the feelings of the ing full well that his neighbors in
disappointed crowd, was, "this is this Park Slope community were
1989, who cares about the not immune to this. weekly
Jacksons?" onslaught of prophets.
This Sunday, T. was going to
teach them a lesson. Behind the
door a woman asked T. if.ire had a
few minutes. !. replied, "It's eight,
#?- '# o'clock In the morrnng, leave'
my house the -?' !?!OJo alone!
She told him that this was not
( "hristian-like. He really got steam-
when he heard that one. He opened .
the door to confront this human
alarm clock. Much to his dismay it
turned out that the woman was his
ex-girlfriends mother.
ty meeting to eliminate unlimited
absences for juniors and seniors.
The motion presented by a law
de8artment professor stated,
"Resolve that the privilege of
unlimited absences from classes ex-
tended to juniors be abolished com-
mencing September '72.
1985
Danville "Tony" Walker. the
United Students for Action Party
candidate for President, led his party
to a landslide victory in the .elec-
tions held in May of that year.
Every single position that had a
USA party candidate running was
filled by that candidate. In an inter-
view with Walker about his plans
for the 1985/86 academic year, he
said, "Many times, in just the past
month I've been here at summer
school, I've realized that in dealing
with some of the administration.
people, ego is more important than
effectiveness and I like to stress that
we need to set our egos aside and
get on with what's best for the col-
lege instead of what's best for our
egos.. "
In other news, Baruch banned
alcohol at all student functions








that this is your
.college. .,
elderly omen and took off. The
two men proceeded to rant and
rave B. was sure that they were
hurli g expletives in the young
rna 'sdirection but couldn't be sure
si n ce she could barely m'ast er
Spanish, Ie} alone Mandarin - and
caused quite a scene. While B. and
S. struggled to calm them down,
two police officers strolled over 'to
the group.
The two women, probably from
watching old Columbo reruns
shown in Asia, recognized the'
authority of the men and instantly
proceeded to complain to thpm.
They proceeded to, in an English
that would make many a third
grade teacher die of a heart attack,
accused B. and S. of having set them
up. Now how's that for a thank you.
Freshmen were the toast of the
school as they received their own.
building, got individual attention at
Baruch registration and were given
the right to vote for the first time in
student elections. A Ticker editorial
welcomed them to Baruch stating in
part, "As a freshman you should
realize that this is your college,
more so than anybody else ... " One
ad in the student newspaper alerted
freshmen to the fact that they were
required to have medical examina-
,tiont. In another ad freshmen were
invited to a dance sponsored by The
Ticker. As for upperclassmen? Day
session student representatives
blocked a motion at a general facul-
A. was looking out the window
of r' ~ office one day when he notic-
ed a long white limousine roll up~
across the street. A., who works on
40th Street, was used to seeing
limousines across the street since his
building's next door. neighbor was
1440 Broadway, home of 98.7 Kiss
-~ _-.- .
This time however, A. noticed ali
(Continued from Page 9)
All four of them proceeded down
,~_t:"~~c!~ay _and _.x:na.-de . a left when.
'tbey1iit 18th Street. Out of the blue
came a .young man who quickly





B. went to pick up her girlfriend
S. at the corner of Eastern Parkway
and Underhill so. that they could go
to the Undergro.und, a popular club
on Union Square.
On their way there, B. and S.
were approached by two elderly
Oriental women obviously tourists;
who needed directions. S. asked the
women if they were lost and -they
replier! in somewhat broken
English that they were. They wanted
to go to 155 W. 18th Street, and
S. (always a saint) volunteered to -
take them there. B. was apprehen-
sive, but S. convinced her that it
was the right thing to do.
Mission
Impossible
So, if you are still not convinced
about going out and trying some
new styles this fall, stay home and.
wash your hair because these good
old jeans will always do the trick.
They are comfortable and affor-
dable. One last thing on a fashion
no-no. We've all oohed and aahed
over big clonky, jewelry long
enough. The days of the gold ca'le
chains are over people, so let's get
r.eal. Subtlety IS lhe: key word for
wearing jewelry in the 90's.
I may have ran into a brick wall
in my search for summer clothes,
but I had fun looking at all of the
new clothes. Go and see for your-
self. You may like what you see .
were afraid of going into your
sister's closet and pulling out that]
nice, beige, oversized, and extreme-
ly long sweater, no need to worry.
This fall it is considered fashionable
for - men to wear those ,long
"feminine" sweaters with a belt
around It.
Hats, of all shapes and sizes, are
all the rage this fall. I particularly
"like them because they are both
fashionable and practical for those
days. when the old. mercury heads
for the basement.
so you can work with it.
Seminars on how to get started
with these computers will be '.•
available .soon and dates will be
posted on the third floor. For those
students who already know about
theMacintosh interface, they may
1:;>e able to use these computers im-
mediately and for the experienced
users there will be .an upgraded ver-
sion of Macwrite. Domershick add:"
ed,· "I know that the three school
newspapers will be getting Macin-
rashes soon ana J want them to
know that the Macintoshes will also
be available 'to them and their
writers. "
The lab is com fortably -cool and
will be easily accessible to all
•students. A student only needs a
Baruch College 10 to use the
Macintoshes. In return, they'll
receive a system disk with the pro-
grams.~owstudents to
startdp the computers and g_et them
on their way. If students want to
save their work on a disk they'll
have to bring their own 3 1/2 'inch
disk, which will be available at the
college bookstore.
"There will be plenty of Macin-
toshes for those who heed them and
I don't anticipate an~long lines in
the fall;" said Domershick, "I wish
every-one knew about this and I·
hope this will catch on."
Domershick wants students,
especially freshmen to come in and
participate. She's working very
hard at making things really simple
for students." One of our goals in .
this lab is to make things as easy as
possible for students- and get
students to use these Macintoshes, "
said Domershick, "Students can use
"Students can use these
! - machines to type up their
school papers...
(Continued from Page 9)
Computer Lab
September 5,.1989
these machines to type up their-
school papers and whatever school·
typing needs that they might have. "'.
Everything in this computer lab is
made by Apple anC\ it will not be
,compatible with the IBMs. This lab
will be totally Macintosh! Students
who' use the IBMs will· find many
distinct features not found with the
IgMs. First, the Macintoshes com-
puters use 3 1/2" disks whereas the
IBM use the 5 114" disks. Second,
the Macintosh desktop environment
is composed of little icons. One icon
for example, is a little picture of a
garbage can that is used for the
disposal of unwanted files. All you
do is put the file you want to get rid
of into the garbage can and empty
the trash. That's the Macintosh.
You will also find that attached to
every Macintosh is a mouse (not a .
rodent) which is the steering wheel.·
of the Macintosh. -It controls most
. of the features on a Macintosh. It is..
your primary tool for pointing at
and selecting .iterns on your desktop
The Ticker
I can only recall the 1987
blockbuster Broadcast News, when
viewing todays news programs. The
Sa-m Donaldson's and Maria
~.
Shrivers of the world- reminds me
more and more of Holly Hunter
and William Hurts' characters as
the days go by'.
Perhaps I'm being too harsh, but
as we all, I'm .sure , learned in Poli
Sci 1101, the news media (especially
the television news, media) plays an
all too important role in. the func-
tioning of our nation to be cast t?
the wind. The writers' of the First
Amendment to our Constitution
must be rolling in their graves every
time Geraldo breaks a story, or his
nose, whichever comes first. In
these, the years of our nation's
growing illiteracy - a story that I'll
be sure to address at another time -I
think the television media should
disseminate pertinent information.
For if a man can't read the Times,
he should at least be able to come
home to his 2.6 kids, wife, and mor-
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(Continued from Pag) 9) .
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
are proof that not only -have they
been seeing each other they have,
how shall I say this, procreated.
As if all this 'is not enough to
worry about, we must now deal
with a new dangerous aspect in this
news game. Yesterday, Today and
Tomorrow has ventured into poten-
tially hazardous territory. This
shows creators have felt it necessary'
to reenact news' stories for whch
video footage does not exist. T.his
may prove to be a harbinger of
disasters to come. '
Do they really take us for babes
who must have our news spoof? fed
to us? Enough is enough I say. It is
not enough for us ra simply not
watch these programs. For even as
they die that slow "Neilsen's"
death, there are signs of there suc-
cessors on the horizon (i.e. Connie
Chung's debut in the revamped
.. West 57rh Street "I. We must
either complain or order.CNN. The
latter no dou~t probably being the
more effective of the two since it
would hurt the networks in their'
cockers.
. ':.'-!.. ' ..:-.'
An EQu.1 Opportunity Employer M/F
DAFFY'S. the store name synonymous
with off-price retail designer apparel. is
currently seeking full and part time Sales
Associates for our Manhattan store.
The "difference" begins with a better ben-
efits package--NOT ONLY for Full time
associates. but many benefits that are
shared by BOTH FULLAND PARTTIME
EMPLOYEES
DAFFY~S
Competitive salaries. vacations, 100%
COMPANY PAID dental. medical. TUI-
TION REIMBURSEMENT (up to 100%), 401 (k) Savings plan,
storewide discounts. paid sick days, paid holidays, paid holidays on
your Birthday and date of hire anniversary
Right now we have Immediate openings for FULL & PART-TIME
Sales Associates for all sorts of time schedules, DAY, EVENING
or WEEKEND
So whether youre a "RETAIL-PRO", a STUDENT. or a RETURNEE
coml~ back to the work force--DAFFY·S could make a
DIFF RENeE· In your life'
- . , If you'd like to find out more,
call the Store Manager or stop by the store
212-529-4477
111 Fifth Avenue (18th St)
AtA Tube Near You
Page 10
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nalistic uniqueness in the 80s, isn't
it refreshing.
The biggest joke, in my opinion is
Sam Donaldson and Diane Sawyer's





18thSt 8l 5th Ave
in ManhCl.ttan
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broadcasting...
"PRIME TIME LIVE, "he for one is
a rude, obnoxious man who needs to
- tone down his attack. They are as
. compatible as-Quasirnodo and Mer-
ryl Streep and yet they smile and
laugh with one another as if to
make the viewing public believe we
are all one big happy farnilv. What
a joke? On this shows premiere
episode Sam cut down several
civilians without even reloading.'
And what do these producers con-
sider news, a Mr. Thomas ROQi
who attended the check your gages,
buckle up, shoot yourself and then
start your engines school of flying
and the spending habits of Mr.
Malcolm Forbes. When a little to
important for me to handle in one
night.
One senses that the entertainment
and news divisions of the networks
have been seeing each other without
we, the viewing publics knowledge.







































WHAM! PO,,'! ZAPPa! Is that the sound of the Caped Crusader battl-
ing to the death with The Joker or the sound of Warner's mega-hit BA T--
MAN knocking out its summer movie competition?
To no one's surprise, Warner Bros. 's BATMAN the most hyped, com-
mercialized, talked about film ever had' little trouble in blowing away its
summer rhovie competition and took the weekly top spot after just three
days in release, and the overall top spot on only three weeks. Even the
powerful box office juggernaut INDIAN~JONES AND TJiE LAST
CRl./$ADE, which ran away with box office receipts in late May/early
June, could not weather the onslaught of the dark knight.
. During BA TMAN's June 23rd-25th weekend opener, it convincingly
broke all of Hollywood's major motion picture records, including those set
one week prior to its opening by GHOSTBUSTERS 2 and those set a
month earlier by Spielberg and' Lucas' INDIANA JONES AND THE
LAST CRUSADE. In just three days in release BATMAN, showing in
2100 theatres, grossed $42.702miijion. Prior to that the third installment of
the Indiana Jones series held that record grossing slightly over $46.931
million in just five days in release. (Because Indy premiered on May 24th, a
Wednesday, it had-the benefit of extending its weekend gross by two days.) The battle had raged in the gothic cathedral bell tower for many minutes.
BA TMAN also set new records for single day sales, posting an all-time "Suddenly BATMAN, Vicki ¥ale, and The Joker found themselves-hanging
record pot of approximately $14 million on Friday, June 23rd. Before that for dear life hundreds of feet above dank Gotham City. The Joker was
Indiana Jones had grossed S11.1 million on Saturday, May 27th and then getting away and BA TMAN and Vicki were slowly losing their grip on life.:
GHOSTBUSTERS 2 beat that record netting a single day sale on Saturday, It was a long way down and a rope ladder dangling from The Joker's pur-
June 17th, of about $12 million to capture single day sales records respect- ple and green helicopter almost assured the man called Jack Napier a vic-
fully. Furthermore, due to the BATMAN opening weekend "spillage ef- -tory and The BATMAN a crushing loss. But suddenly a batarang cut.
feet." theatres boasted a record $95 million-plus in overall revenue across through the night air and a thin cable coiled around the joking jester's leg:
the country. The top five movies during that weekend, BATMAN, l;1ATMAN wrapped the other end around a forboding statue of a hellish'
HONEY I SHRUN~ THE KIDS, C!Jf...0~TBUSTERS 2, INDIANA gargoyle, and now The Joker was stuck. Stuck holding onto ashabby rope
. JONES AND~ LAST CRUSA.D.E, and DEAD POET'S SQClETY- Jadder that anchored hirri in mid-airto the hundredstory cathedral. ·The
grossed $86.3 million of that $95 million-pluspot alone. helicopter pulled on The Joker and the twisted clown face of a man gone
---------------------------~~n~koo~nu~to~ikmd~~h,~t~~~o&smile~d~~
had obvious tones of concern and dismay running through it. The gargoyle
statue cracked and broke from its mounting and the heavy piece of stone
began to rock back and forth in the wind like a clock pendulum, slowly-
pulling The Joker's graps from the ladder. Then the immense weight of the
statue pulled the grimacing clown downward, plunging him hundreds of
feet to his death ...
Maybe it was the way that The Joker died that made me frown upon this
movie. There was no meeting of the minds, no battle of wits, and no heart-
stopping one-on-one _confrontation that has become the cornerstone of
BA TMAN comicbooks. BATMAN and Vicki just hung there doing
nothing while The Joker did his thing and literally killed himself with only a
little bit of help from "the Caped Crusader.' Were the filmmakers trying to
make a statement about psychopaths? Maybe it was the fact that Vicki Vale
seemed to have too big a part in this movie-a poor substitute for a
"Robin" perhaps-s-that made me question the movie's validity. Or maybe
it was the fact that BATMAN, a movie supposedly about BATMAN, was
mainly about The Joker. Regardless of what it was, BA TMAN was one of
. those movies that started off strong and got progressively weaker as it un-
folded. Stitt; it has managed to break all box office records and, by press
time, will probably be the top grossing film of all-time, eclipsing the six-
year reign Steven Spielberg's E. T., THE EXTRA TERRESTRIAL has
. held at the top spot. The question is: Does 1JATMAN deserve to be the top
grossing film of all time? Hardly.
_We all know about the hype surrounding the B~TMAN movie, it is by
far the most commercialized and talked about movie o( all time, and that is
why it has grossed over $233 million. The movie itself is not that bad; the
direction, special effects, and acting are all very good. It's just that this film
IS ultimately sabotaged (if you want to call a movie that makes $233 million
"sabotaged") by a bad script. The movie failed to really explore the
characters of all its players, with the-exception of Jack Naiper, The Joker.
(Continued on Page 19)
BA TMAN seemed .destined to be the movie of the decade thanks
primarily to the hype surrounding the film whiCh.began about a year ago
when it was learned that Jack Nicholson had been signed, in the casting
coul? of the decade, to play BATMAN's arch-nemesis for $6
million. The movie hype continued to build throughout principle
photography of the BA TMAN film, at Pinewood Studios in London
England, until it exploded into a $15 million-plus merchandising and com-
mercializationblitz. Rumors have varied as to the actual cost of the movie.
Some sources quote 550million, some quote more and some quote less, but-
regardless of the cost a great percentage of that money was already
recovered before the film based on the popular DC Comics hero even 0 n-
ed thanks to the biggest merchandising campaign in movie history. To date,
the total merchandising take from -BA TMAN is somewhere in the several
, hundred million doUar range. The movie itself made back its total produc-
tion cost in less than-a week and was drifting into a Profit margin on its 7th
~~th~~'s.~j~~ee~b~M~N~~~~~~~--------------------------­
$141 million. In comparison, INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST
CRUSA~grossed slightly.over $102 million after three Weeks in theatre's.
By BA TkbjN's 5th week (Indy's 9th) the box office take was up to
$18;.521 million and was already one of the top five movies of all time. In-
dy's 5th week,was nowhere near thestaggering box office of BA TMAN.
"and by its 9th week the Spielberg/Lucas blockbuster still had not caught up
with the caped crusaders figures grabbing only a mere $172.107 million.
Poor Indy. If this were any other year Indiana Jones, with current box of-
fice totals surpassing $185 million, would definitely be the mega hit of the
year. Now it is forced to abdicate that title to BATMAN, a movie that has a
commanding lead on everyone with box office earnings of $233,653,196 as
of August 25th. This puts BA TMAIV into a position to knock Steven
Spielberg's E. T. THE EXTRA TERRESTRIAL out of first place on the
top grossing movie list of ali time-a distinction E. T. has held since 1983...
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(i.e. "If the Palestinians took up arms,
went to Israel and 'killed all the Jews, it'd be
alright. ' :), ironically; did not seem to affect
Public Enemy's popularity abroad; similar
to many jazz artists, the group- is more .
popular overseas that at home. Perhaps of
this overseas popularity, Chuck D. never
disciplined Griff regarding hiS" comments.
Further, Leland quotes Chuck D. as saying
""I back Griff."
A second' question one might ask is
"Why was not Griff disciplined?" Again,
perhaps due to the group's popularity and
critical acclaim, Chuck D. didn't think it
necessary. Still, as Minister of Information,
Griff should have had enough training in
the art of politicking and disseminating
values without offending others, an art that
is integral to the group's status as
spokesperson for the African-American
community. (This status is usually affixed
anyone in our community that receives any
type of popularityby the powers that be.)
As the group's leader, Chuck D. should
have seen to it.that the publicity arm of his
business-the most important section in
any political organization-accomplished
that job and did 'not take on a personal
bent. This failure to control the activities
within his organization is clearly the fault of
Chuck D.
Another reason Griff should have been
disciplined is because of the group's rela-
tionship with the press and its label.
Strangely, Public Enemy's biggest sup-
porters seem to be the mostly white
"liberal" press. The group has been
pedestaled as the hottest thing since the in-
vention of the microphone in the Village
Voice, SPIN, Rolling Stone, and a host of
other white-owned and -operated publica-
tions. The Black press, as. well as the Black
~ community. has not supported the group.
as evidenced by the fact that as recently as
the August sales certification period, the
(white) critically-acclaimed "It Takes A Na-
tion Of Millions To-Hold Us Back" had..yet .
to be certified platinum (l million copies
sold). The album was released in 1988 and
has re-entered Billboard's Top Top Albums
chart because of the controversy. As far as
CBS Records is concerned, the parent has
never been but so fond of the group 'and its
political position. Still, Public Enemy is a
steady (albeit unspectacular) seller, and one
of the few acts appealing' directly to
African-American youth. This is important
in a period where eBS Records has been-
portrayed as losing its industry leadership
to Warner Bros. in a New York Times arti-
cle this past spring. These points are made
tI) to illustrate the difficulty, of leading a
~ revolution of African-Americans when
~ your support system is made up of the same
ell: forces you are revolting against. In this
'~ situation, fighting the power becomes ex-
~ .traordinarily difficult. Chuck D., in effect,
~ was allowing Griff to devour the hands that
;: fed them. This is fine if you have the sup-
""":'~:::''':'._ ~ port of your own community: Since Public
Enemy clearly doesn't (if it did, "It Takes
A Nation... " would be the largest selling
rap album in history), Griff cannot be
allowed to ramble on unchecked. The
revolution will not be televised or
marketed. t
A third question one might ask is "Is all
this hoopla really necessary and fair?"
Necessary, yes. Mindless propaganda
should never be tolerated. Is it fair? Ab-
solutely not, given the industry's short
memory with regard to various other slurs
that have been thrown around in past years.
In the SPIN article, Leland cites Village
Voice music critic Robert Christgau's
remembrance that exactly one decade ago,
Elvis Costello had referred to Ray Charles
as U a blind, ignorant nigger." Leland
himself-as did "Like It Is" host Gil Noble
at the time the song was released-calls the
Rolling ~ton~s on their assertion _ that
"Black girls wanna get f-ked all night!"
(from the extended version of "Start Me
Up" on the "Some Girls" LP. "Some
Girls," ironically, was released by CBS
Records.)








corporate politics, vehemence mixed with
ethnic or religious slurs unsubstantiated by
fact will get you blacklisted (or "whiteball-
ed," as Chuck D. prefers). Public Enemy is
involved in the corporate political arena by
way of its affiliation with CBS Records
(Def Jam, Public Enemy's label, is owned
by CBS Records), but even as an isolated
incident, Griff's comments should have
been considered serious enough to warrant
his dismissal. The problem is that this was
not the first time that Professor Griff spew-
ed political and factual tripe.
" According to an interesting article in this
month's SPIN magazine. Senior Editor
John Leland reports that for most of last
summer, Griff repeatedly assailed Jews,
whites, and gays in the British press. These
statements were diffused as much as possi-
ble, and as a result of this effort, they









PUBLIC ENEMY: It would bave been fun to see Chuck's opinions on FJvis and Jobn Wayne.
"Direct all questions to Ax) Rose."
K
two will hold a press conference at the
Apollo to outline the group's future ac-
tivities on August 2. When Riley asks
whether the group is really "outta here,"
Allen answers "Don't believe the hype."
August 2: The Public Enemy press con-
ference at the Apollo Theater is cancelled.
No rescheduling date is given.
August 8: Chuck D. announces. that Public'
Enemy is back together.
Yes, it is certainly appropriate to ask
once again "Is everyone on the pipe?"
There are lots of holes in this story, holes
• that are di fficult for even the most devoted
followers of Public Enemy to follow. The
first question one might ask is "Why fire
Griff over an isolated incident?" First of
all, in a world as politically oriented as ours
(and Public Enemy is a decidedly political
organization), tirades like Griff's will never
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YO, CHUCK, IS EVERYONE ON THE PIPE? .
HEAT and NOISE. We were promised a
long, hot summer filled with' lots of
loudness, and although the solstice seemed
short-this happens with a disturbing fre-
quency as we, the students, approach THE
REAL WORLD-heat and noise were the
operative nouns of this summer. Heat and
noise accompanied the Central Park rape
incident, heat and noise fueled our emo-
tions over the abortion and civil rights
issues, heat and noise were granted us
courtesy of forces beyond human control
(Mother Nature) and humans seemingly
beyond control (Nolan Ryan), and the noise
accompanying Spike Lee's DO THE
RIGHT THING was as good as advertised.
Nothing, however, seemed to cause as
much noise as the caustic statements of the
first-probated, then-d ism issed , now-
reinstated Minister of (Dis)Information,
Professor Griff, and the subsequent havoc
surrounding his organization, Public
Enemy.
Who ~ould have imagined that the
brother within the range of a rifle's
periscope-Public Enemy's now-
ubiquitous logo-was leader Chuck D.?
For a leader and organization seemingly so
correct, this concept seems ironic past the
point of hilarity. The situation, however,
was far from funny. Below is a review of
the major events involved in this summer's
best drama.: ...
April 13: Professor Griff appears on
"Evening Exchange," a television show
that airs in Washington, D.C. When asked...
by the host why he and the other members"
of Public Enemy eschew gold chains, Griff
retorts "That's why they call it jewelry,
because the Jews in South Africa, they run
that thing."
May 9: Chuck D. plans to meet with
Washington Times reporter David Mills in
Washington D.C.'s Chinatown district.
Chuck D. cancels (or is unable to appear,
stories differ) and Mills is led to Griff in-
stead. Griff proceeds to spew a' litany of
slurs about people of the Jewish faith, cap-
ping his barrage by blaming Jews for "the
majority of wickedness that goes on around
the globe. " "-
May 22: The Professor Griff interview ap-
pears in the Washington Times.
May 26: Rolling Slone and SPIN receive
copies of the Griff interview.
June 14: A large portion of the Griff inter-
view is reprinted here in the city. in the
Village Voice. Chuck D .. furious at the
spreading of Griff's comments, calls R.J.
Smith, the piece's author, and ~ays "Any
s-t that comes down, it's gO'i\na come
down on you. And that's a goddamn
threat. .. "
June 19: Chuck D. announces that Griff is
stripped of his title as Minister of Informa-
tion, yet will remain in the group.
June 21: Chuck D. announces that Griff is
tires from' the group, stating "Offensive
remarks by my brother Professor Griff are
not in line with Public Enemy's program at
all. We're not anti-Jewish, we're not anti-
anybody. We are pro-black, pro-black
culture. and }lTo-human race ... Professor
Griff's responsibility., . was to faithfully
transmit those values to everybody. In prac-
tice, he sabotaged those values." It seems
this announcement was a surprise to both
Griff and sidekick Flavor Flav; both claim
not to have known about the decision until
the news conference.
June 23:. Chuck D. and Flavor Flav appear
on MTV News with host Kurt Loder.
Chuck D. issues the following statement:
"We got sandbagged, and being that we got
sandbagged. the group is over as of today ...
\Ve stepped out of the music business as a
roycon of the music industry-manage-
ment. [he record companies,
retailers-everybody involved in the en-
.orcement for us to make a decision for our
~roup instead of us carrying out our
disciplining a person in our group our
way. ,.
.'une 27: Chuck D. and hip hop ac-
l ivistlmedia assassin Harry Allen appear on
\tark Riley's "The Morning Show, "
oroadcast live from )he Apollo Theater on








on the Western front, but expect an
unusually' warm and noisy wihter.
Ax. Rose (upper right): the pen is mightier than the chord.
title being "s£:eme Allied Chief Of Com-
munity Relations." (Griff "will not be
available for interviews.") All is now quiet
The Ticker
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even the less caustic "Whitey." That the ex-
ecutives at Geffen Records would allow this
to be recorded and promoted says more
about them than about Rose, who can
always be dismissed' ~ a non-singing, ill-
mannered, badly-dressed, haircut-needing,
musically inept, fully insignificant ass. In
our country' 'tis of thee, we can be' anti-
black, anti-Asian,' anti-fernale,« anti-gay,
and even' burn Old Glory, but we cannot be
anti-Semitic. Ever.
The final question should' be "What
now?" As stated earlier, Public Enemy is
back together. Their next album, to be en-
titled "Fear Of A Black Planet," is due out
in late October or November. (Independent
sources say CBS Records is. holding the
album back; CBS Records sources say this
is not true.), Additionally, Chuck D., pro-
ducer Hank Shocklee,and former Def Jam
Vice President Bill Stephney are in negotia-
tion with MCA Records regarding the for-
mation of an independent label. Both
Flavor Flav and Terminator X, seemingly
the 0 only ones. not to be involved in this
drama, are planning solo albums, Finally,











More recently, '~SwingShift" columnist
~.~. Smith (in the August 22 issue the
Village Voice) reminds us that Axl Rose,
"Minister of Information" for Geffen act
Guns n' Roses, sings in his song "One In A
Million:" "Police and niggerscthat's right!
Get outta my way/Don't need to buy
none/Of your gold chains today, " followed
by "Tmmigrants and faggots/They make no
sense to me/They come to- our coun-
. try / And do as they please/Like start some
mini-Iran or spread some f-king disease.". \
Forgetting that the police's metal of choice
is steel, and that at Least this columnist has
sort Of always been partial to silver, these
comments should have set off something
similar, to the-Griff fiasco. (Just as an aside,
Smith says that in his recent interview with
Rolling Stone, Rose. justified his use of the
term '''nigger'' by stating "I don't. like
boundaries of any kind," meaning that
since he has heard blacks use the term, he.
can too.) Conversely, for all their pro-
African-Americanism, Public Enemy has
never recorded a son~ that slurs any na-
tionality. Never have tfiey referred to whites
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(Continued from Page 13, Col. 2)
"Ghostbusters 2" busted B.O. records in early June.
Sam Hamm, who wrote the story and later collaborated with Warren
Sk8areD to write the screenplay, failed to delve.into and examine who BAT-:
MAN really was. In comparison, we knew everything about The Joker.
Hamm seemed to sandwich points about BATMAN's life in between the
Joker's ongoing sktoryline then, in an attempt to add a larger dimension to
the Joker character, concocted crucial aspects about BATMAN's origin
that did not coincide with the comicbook. (The good thing about the first
Superman movie was that the movie held a direct parallel to the comic-
book. While the BA TMAN movie mirrors the comicbook in some respects
the most' important aspects are changed.) Hamm and Skaaren failed to
highlight BATMAN's strengths and weaknesses -. In the beginning of the _
movie, that did not seem to be the problem; as a matter of fact, the beginn-
ing of BATMAN had all the elements a BATMAN movie could want-the.
dark shadowy.ialmost evil vigilante protecting the equally bleak and dreary
Gotham City. As tfie movie 'began to wind down, however, it began to
loose au, especiany In the last half hour. The climax was as if someone had
punctured it with a pin and allowed-all the air to blurp out. By movie's end,
BA TMAN was as flat as a pancake.
After seeing this film, one can understand why Warner Bros. was so am-
bigous with BA TMAN. They had spent anywhere from $45-$55 million to.
make this film and-had everything riding on this huge merchandising blitz
that they hoped would grab ahold of the American public and not let go.
Fortunately, the commercialization of BA TMAN turned into a gold mine
for Warner Bros., netting them revenues in excess of $500 million dollars.
Even had the movie done poorly, they could have recovered their losses
from the merchandising.
(Continued from -Page. 13, Col. ,1~
Indy woultf be champ .if it were not for Batman
. - .
"Lethal Weapon 2" bas grossed over $125 minion.
As a matter of fact the changing of the guard, so to speak, could-take place
very soon as BA TMAN's totals quickly reach E. T. 's mark of about $236
million.
While Spielberg may be seething over the impending dismissal 'of E. T..
from its reign as the top grossing movie of all time, Hollywood doesn't
seem to have any gripes about all the records being shattered as'the movie
industry is enjoying its best year ever at the box office. The July/midsum-
mer box office totals have soared more than 17OJo over last year to $717.1
million. Thal is a new dollar high for that period. Ticket sales have also
jumped more than SOJo to over $161 million, also a new monthly peak.· .
After 11 weeks of the summer season cumulative box office was $1.61
billion, up nearly 24010 over a year ago. By Labor Day, the summer movie
season finale, summer box. office receipts toppled $2.1 billion, a record that
clearly beats last years total of $1.70 billion. Both figures are records. As of
August 20th the year-to-date cumulative domestic box office gross was
$3.14 billion, up nearly 13Ole from last years late August tally of $2.78
billion. It has also been estimated that if the 1989 movie season were to end
right now, the 1989 national gross would reach a new peak of'$4.8 billion,
tha-t would 'be an 8OJo improvement over last years yearly gross of $4.6
billion. But if there is just an overall improvement of 10-11OJo in box office
grosses between now and years end the 1989 figure could come closer to $5
billion dollars.
As far as the other summer movies go, Warner Brothers seems to be par-
ticularly lucky this year as LETHAL WEAPON 2, the second installment
in the life and times of police officers Martin (Mel Gibson) Riggs and Roge,
(Danny Glover) Murtaugh, continues to eat up box office dollars with a pot
~c~&~$I~milliooinon~cightw~~out.Th~mak~LE~L~---~----~----- ~
WEAPON 2 the third quickest grossing film .of the summer and the only
. movie this summer to hold the #1 spot for more than three weeks. Right
behind LETHAL WEAPON 2 Disney's HONEY I SHRUNK THE KIDS
shows just how big it can be netting $115 million as of August 25th. This
Disney chartbuster got a slight boost from "Tummy Trouble," a cartoon
short that plays before the main feature that stars last year's box office
champ; Roger Rabbit, GHOSTBUSTERS 2 rolls up next with sums tilting
Sl09 million and Touchstone/Disney's phenomenally successful DEAD
PfJET'S SOCIETY, starring Robin Williams, has raked in slightly above
$S4 million. "










Few people will deny that they
find great pleasure from Iistening to
music. Now, whether or not their
stereo system consists of merely a
boom box tape deck with two por-
table speakers, or an intricate and
complex audio and .video system
with CD changer, turntable, double
cassette deck, AM/FM receiver,
and' 3-way standing speakers, the
point of the matter is: they believe
enough in . music' to spend their
money on it.
Probably the 'singlemost impor-
tant component in your stereo
.system is your AM/FM receiver.
Now, some audiophiles will make a






















ing that the speakers are the ~et .an u~limited supply of free
singlemost important component of mUSIC anytime you. are 10 the mood.
their system because the speakers Furthermore, unlike CD players
make the actual "delivery" of that are constantly undergoing
sound and whether or -not this technological innovations, with
delivery is good is ultimately a func- such innovations mani~esting
tion of how well the speaker's hard- themselves as a deeper d~nt In your
ware interfaces with itself, i.e., pocket, - AM/FM ,receivers have
whether or' not the subwoofers already evolved to the point where
woofers, midrange and tweeters are virtually every one of them on t~e
all working harmoniously together market today are so. homogenous 10
to produce an aesthetically pleasing performance, that It would. not ~e
melodic line. Such an argument, blasphemous or stereotypical to
although not entirely fallacious~n think of all AM/FM receivers as
tend to be somewhat misleading, "generic, " even if in function only,
especially when one loses sight of and not in name. Now, wha~ ~ther
what's really important. component can offer you th~s.
My emphasis on the AM/FM Probably the s~cond most tmpp:-
receiver lies solely in this: you can .tant component 10 your system IS
~~--:--:"'".".':-.~~:-=-""""':"'~""""':"'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'f.777~~0H7#7:777tm;tr7770t"~7770IT7R7IT/707777?f'STI0701 your. speakers, for all the above
r: mentioned reasons.
Th ~ third-most important compo-
nent is a toss-up between your tape
deck and turntable. (Already I can
hear someone ask, in' a peevish
squeamish voice, "What about
CD's?") •
The fourth is your CD player or
changer. ~w. again, this statement
will sharply divide the audience of
audiophiles. There are, generally
speaking, two schools of
audiophiles: the pro-CD's, and the
anti-CO's. The people who are pro-
CD's are so for the most obvious of
reasons; they do not believe in
subtlety. They will cite the', CD's
'crystal-clear sound quality -and
resonance as the reason why they
feel CD's are ultimately superior to
any "old-fashioned" tape deck or
turntable. How- much more obvious
could a fair-weather proponent get?
Now, the reason there are such
people in the audio world as anti-
<;D's is not that they love to C0n-
tradict the mainstream due to some
unresolved hostilities in their per-
sonal life. as many pro-CO's are.........,::::::,:,,.
often tempted to believe, but merely
because each CD costs significantly
more than any cassette or LP. To
own a library of CD'.s would cost a
small fortune by any standard of
the majority of innocent law-
abiding citizens. Furthermore, the
majority of music available is still
not being produced in CD format,
.. but LP format, although a case may
be made that the gap is now increas-
ingly being filled.
Now, to the main event, wherein
an anti-CD advocate shall single-
r::,:,,···:,::.::·,·.·:·.. :.:::::: ....:,:..:··:::::·.
handedly deflate the greatest of all
pro-CD arguments in one fell
sweep. To .address the widely held
notion that CD players more
faithfully reproduce their master
recording, I only need cite thq __
myth-shattering fact that such a "
claim is simply an illusion and is due
to a "madness of crowds," of
which the commercial version
known to Madison Avenue ad peo-
ple is the widely-hailed "band-
wagon effect." There is not one
human alive who can consistently
and accurately tell the difference
between a CD and tape deck or LP
when such devices are played to
them. The variables are simply too
wide and various even under the
most ideal of conditions, let alone
the exponentially more complex
and far more intricate workings of
the real wor _; Someone who can
consistently tell the difference bet-
ween a CD and any other format
must be a virgin to the subway in
New York City, or rather, never at-
tended a single rock concert in their.
whole span of existence, let alone,
pass by a jack hammer drilling.
So, rather than face the truth of
the limitations of the human ear,
pro-CO's choose to pay infinitely
more (some CD players on the high-
end, such as the DP-SO/DC-81 Two
Part CD Player by Accuphase
retails for $S,750) for a CD of their
dreams rather than for a humble
tape deck or LP from the audio of
















Chin, Wendy Lau, Christine Loh
and Mickey Riantongchana. •
Some of last year's highlights in-
clude a 6-3 record at home and
semi-final berth's in both the Hud-
son Valley and CUNY Tc ur-
naments. .
The returning players are all
small and can set the ball, but
Coach Burnett is looking for a cou
ple of tall, experienced power hit-
ters.
If more players are not found
soon, this could be a devastating
year for Burnett and company.
• Coach Burnett watches-her troop.
By MICKEY KRAMER
Come' out, come out wherever
you are.
Wanted: Tall ladies with
volleyball experience.
After breaking in many first-year
players last year, coach Elizibeth
Burnett had reason to believe this
year's squad would be a very com-
petitive team. For one reason or
another, only' four of last season's
players are committed to the 1989
campaign.
The returnees are Men Wah
who is entering his sixth season as
Baruch's coach.
Also at mid field IS Garth
LeZama.
Forwards:
Guye Irvin and Guy Celestine are
talented players. but have room for
improvement. Both need to
capitalize on more scoring oppor-
tunities.
The other forwards are Mark
Thompson and Andrew Sewell, a
transfer student from Florida.
.~ To be successful, the goalies must
be more consistant and the for-
wards must convert more scoring.
chances.
Coach Henry says, "I'm more
optimistic for success this year than
any other year."
. The 14-game regular season
_schedule begins on Sept. 9 at
St. Peters, to be' followed
September 13 at Dominican and the
home opener (at Lehman College)
on September 16" (1:00 p.m.) vs.
Southampton.
Will they be ready? That remains
to be seen..
a starting goaltender has not been
announced. For Baruch to improve
on its 1988 record, both goalkeepers
must be more consistent.
Defenders:
Co-Captain Isaie Pierre-Louis
was Baruch's leading scorer last
season, as well as being team MVP
and a CUNY All-Star for the past
three seasons.
Delva Rarnses, Isaac Perez and
Ernest Conduah form the rest of
the returning defense core. Another
year's experience should be
beneficial to the team and to incom-
ing freshmen Everold Brown and
Wayne Murray from Jamaica and
Stefan Souse from France.
Midfielders:
The midfield is led by co-captain
Savvas Toumandis. Toumandis
contributed greatly to last years'
team and played only half a season.
"To be successful, Savvas (and
returning players) Joseph Romain
and Collin Roach must control the
middle ... and I know they can do
it," says coach Anthony Henry,
Soccer Team Optimistic After ·
Up And Down '88
The month is September. While
we were away, the world of sports
had some interesting moments.
Unless you've just gotten back from
the moon, vou kriow that Pete Rose
has been banned from baseball for
life, George Steinbrenner continued
to destroy the Yankees and the
Rangers and Knicks finally have
new coaches.
And, the Baruch Soccer team
broke training camp.
Since mid-August, 12 returning
and six new players were hard at .,
work preparing for another season.
- Last season the Statesmen went
5-6-2, good for third place in the
CUNY Conference behind CCNY
and Hunter.
The following is the 1989 Baruch
~occer team:
Goalkeepers:
Gary St. Joy and Joseph Sep-
caru. St. Joy started last season but
Sepcaru is improving and should
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